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Abstract

This thesis explores the contention that planning is a moral activity concerned with the way in which people live
in relation to nature or the environment. lt suggests that planning is the moral framework by which communities
and individuals confront their relationship with nature or the environment. It argues that certain disciplines such
as town planning, resource management, environmental ethics, aspects of theologl and of art are but isolated and
narrowed aspects of a wider activity of planning.

The rationale for embarking on such a discussion of planning relies in part on the observation that when modern
planners take a more contemplative approach to their craft, they have often been perplexed about their frequent
failure to deliver the good they assumed that planning set out to achieve. It is suggested that this intent to achieve
good is inherent to planning and that it is a moral concern. Planning, under this analysis, is part of the wider
realm of moral philosophy and decision-making - that is undertaken by all people. Planning extends beyond
mere moral discourse to encompass a number of mechanisms that bind individuals and communities to the moral
norms they have adopted. These mechanisms, one of which is the key institution of property rights, are also
affected by ideas that change over time; they exist in a dynamic interrelationship with both planning discourse
(debates about moral structures and norms) and planning codes (norms adopted by individuals and communities
as standards for action).

This thesis takes this broad interpretation of planning and considers it in relation to four periods in planning
history. In doing soo a number of themes are identified in relation to the role of planners, the decision-making
structures of planning and the nature of planning discourse. These themes are considered in relation to the way
Maori planning systems have developed in New Zealand since European settlement. They are also considered in
terms of whether it is possible to identifu certain universal moral rules within planning and whether there are
certain tasks that all planners must address.
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Errata

p. 6 line 3 -'the' unnecessary to text
p. 14 'way' is misplaeed in the text of moral
p. 16 line 3 first use of 'teleological' should read deontological
p. 30 'their' in quote from Peter Hall should read 'there'
p. 35 line 23 - humanity miss-spelt
p. 68 line 14 - insert 'of after Pohlenz
p. 85 line l2 - insert 'had' before 'been'
p. 86 side note inserJ qcentury' after'fwentieth'
p. 120 footnote 19 missing: Bacon, The Advancement of Learning' (1605) ed. G.W. Kitchin, London, Dent 1973; R
Descartes, (1738) Discourse on Method, and other writingsn trans. A Wollaston, Harmondsworth, Penguin 1960
p. 136 last sentencs - add 'the environment'.
p. 150 line 9 - insert 'included' between 'also' and 'natural'
p. 156 line 8 - read 'of not'if
p. 158 line 15 - i.nsert *witrh' between 'relationship' and 'nature'
p. 206 line 7 - insert'for' between'basis' and 'actions'
p.225line 24 - oexplore' should be lexplored'

p.234 lne 6 should read 'example' and the first word ofthe poem should read 'Four'
p. 235 line 7 - remove 'aRd' before nurupa'

p. 236 line 3 - "bot' should iead 'not'
p. 239 line l6 : remove taong4 sentence concludes '9. uarartee of rights.'
p. 254 line 12 - qeplace 'are' with 'is'
p. 259 quotation from Krieger - replace 'storos' with 'stories'
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Elegy in the Clutha Valley
(in memory of Denis Glover)

Something we will never know
the reason for
or the answer to
woke me one January morning
and streamed through the half-open window
and made me feel it was timeless.

andlrememberedaday
that will always be long ago
whon I was older
and better able
to stride offover the rolling downs
in search ofall the best reasons

in the beleagured world
to do or not to do,
and to be in touch with oneself
wherever heart and mind
had come to agree
qn where we should be gorng

and let us think this
could be so. Therl the world's ill
flew from the shoulder
of tie highest hill
around, and thereafter the will
took a bolder part in things

andmy heart leapt
to the blind msuntain
from which the scree flaked
and water bleil all day long
to the downy valiey floor
where, in the evening

I took my rod and my heart
to the river's side
and cast and cast
while the watpr
ran purple and gold
in the quickening dusk,

and the sedges
fleeing the river
were like ash
atmy faceandtltoat
and all the world
seemed to be'timeless.

Brian Turner
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